
 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS  
These terms and conditions are for the use of SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ website with web address www.shatterfixmobile.co.za website and 
include's all database(s). 
For the Terms and Conditions of our services and related products (collectively, the "Products and Services") offered by SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ 
through other marketing and sales mediums (channels) and/or through the www.shatterfixmobile.co.za website, please refer to Section B 
below.   
 
Section A: 
SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ - Terms and Conditions of Website  
Below are the terms and conditions for the use of the SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ website: 
1. Introduction 

o By entering the Website, the person accessing the www.shatterfixmobile.co.za Website (“the User”) agrees to be bound by and shall 
be deemed to have accepted these Terms and Conditions of Use of this Website (“Terms & Conditions”), which the User 
acknowledges to have read and understood. If the User does not agree and / or read and understand any of these Terms and 
Conditions, the User may NOT enter, view or make use of the Website. 

o SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ may from time to time amend these Terms and Conditions without notice to the User. The User’s continued 
use of this Website shall constitute the User’s agreement to the amended Terms and Conditions. 

2. Intellectual Property 
o The Website is owned by SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ and the User acknowledges that SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ or its licensors are the 

proprietors of all intellectual property subsisting in, pertaining to or used on the Website, including, without limitation, copyright, 
trademarks, patents, inventions, goodwill and trade secrets (“the Intellectual Property”). 

3. Copyright 
o All content included on this web site, such as text, graphics, logos, button icons, images, audio clips, databases and software, is the 

property of the SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ or its content suppliers and protected by South African and international copyright laws. 
Furthermore, the compilation (meaning the collection, arrangement, and assembly) of all content on this web site is the exclusive 
property of SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ and protected by South Africa and international copyright laws. 

4. Website Use 
o The User may not, without SHATTERFIX MOBILE™’s written prior consent, use, reproduce, adapt, distribute, publish or in any other 

way deal or interfere with the Intellectual Property or the Website’s contents. 
o The User shall not infect the Website with viruses, worms, trojan horses or any other code that has malicious, contaminating or 

destructive properties nor shall the User damage, interfere with or intercept any data or information contained on the Website. 
o Access to this Website is made available for information purposes only. No content, information, statement or opinion on this 

Website should be construed as advice. 
o The Website may contain links to other websites. SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ has no control over such websites, does not review their 

content and will not be liable for their content or accuracy. The User accesses such websites at the User’s own risk and discretion. 
o The User may not link to this Website without SHATTERFIX MOBILE™’s prior written consent. 

5. No Warranties or Liabilities 
o Before placing any reliance on the data and information provided on this site please consult the SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ directly or 

approach the Users own professional advisors. The User should take all reasonable steps to ensure and verify the accuracy of the 
contents, data and information obtained from this site. 

o SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ makes no warranties, whether express or implied, in regard to the Website, its contents, accuracy or 
availability. Without limiting the aforesaid, SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ does not warrant that the Website or any files that may be 
downloaded from it are free of viruses, worms, trojan horses or any other code that has malicious, contaminating or destructive 
properties. 

o The User assumes all responsibility and risk for the use of the Website. SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ shall not be liable for any loss, injury, 
damage, cost, penalty or claim resulting from the use of the Website, whether direct or indirect, and whether or not SHATTERFIX 
MOBILE™ has been advised of or has knowledge of the possibility of such loss, injury, damage, cost, penalty or claim. 

o The User hereby indemnifies SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ and holds it harmless against any and all liability, loss, damage, penalty, cost or 
claim of whatsoever nature suffered by any third party in relation to any act or omission by the User in relation to the Website and 
the use thereof by the User, and/or arising from the provisions of these Terms and Conditions of Use of this Website. Although 
reasonable step have been taken to ensure the accuracy and completeness of the contents, data and information on this site, there 
may be instances where such information proves inaccurate or incomplete. 

6. Privacy Policy 
o The SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ is dedicated to maintain the privacy of its online visitors and users. On this site, the SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ 

does not collect personally identifiable information from individuals unless they provide it to us voluntarily and knowingly. 
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o Any information collected is used solely by the SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ and its business partners who are involved in the operation of 
this site for internal purposes. The SHATTERFIX MOBILE™'s client lists are never sold to third parties, and we will not share personally 
identifiable information with third parties unless the person who has submitted the information has authorized us to do so, or if we 
are required to by law. 

o Certain information regarding the User can be obtained automatically as the User navigates through the Website. This includes, but is 
not necessarily limited to the User’s internet protocol address, internet browsing software and domain. This assists SHATTERFIX 
MOBILE™ to manage the Website and provide functionality. SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ may use this information for internal purposes 
but will not provide it to any third parties. 

o By requesting or indicating that the User would like to receive SHATTERFIX MOBILE™’s newsletter or any other newsletter which can 
be requested on the Website, the User consents to SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ sending to the User such newsletter and any other 
information or material which SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ deems may be of interest to the User. 

7. Violation and Waiver 
o Should the User violate these Terms and Conditions of Use of this Website or any other rights of the SHATTERFIX MOBILE™, we 

reserve the right to pursue any and all legal and equitable remedies against the User. If we should fail to enforce any right or 
provision in these Terms and Conditions, the User agree that this failure does not constitute a waiver of such right or provision or of 
any other rights or provisions in these Terms and Conditions of Use of this Website. 

o If a court should find that one or more rights or provisions set forth in these Terms and Conditions of Use of this Website are invalid, 
the User agree that the remainder of the Terms and Conditions of Use of this Website shall be enforceable and that, to the extent 
permitted by law, the court shall give effect to the parties' intentions, as reflected in any such right or provision that has been 
declared invalid or unenforceable. 

8. Governing Law 
o These terms and conditions of Use of this Website shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the Republic of 

South Africa without giving effect to the principles of conflicts of laws. The User irrevocably and unconditionally consents to the 
jurisdiction of the courts of the Republic of South Africa in regard to all matters arising from these Terms and Conditions of Use of 
this Website or the User’s use of the Website. 

9. Please read these Terms and Conditions of Use of this Website carefully, and should the User have any questions please directed them to: 
info@shatterfixmobile.co.za 

 
Section B:  
SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ - Terms and Conditions of Service  
Quotes / Estimates: 
1. Quotes / Estimated prices are valid for 2 days due to the fluctuation in pricing and availability from suppliers, as well as various suppliers 

charging different prices for the same item. 
2. Prices are subject to stripping (i.e. Beadings, mouldings, rain & light sensors, rust, door glass electric motors, cell phone antenna’s, alarms 

and satellite tracking devices) and any ancillary equipment. 
3. All prices are based on parts being sourced first from insurers’ preferred list of suppliers, and where there is no availability; parts will 

subsequently be sourced from external suppliers (referred to as “buy-outs”). 
4. Buy-outs don’t necessarily mean parts supplied by motor dealers. If you request a specific brand, prices and excess applicable may vary 

between product and insurer.  
5. Prices given are based on the accuracy of the information we’ve received from the insurer/policy holder/client and /or suppliers.  
6. If the incorrect information is supplied to us from the insurer/policy holder/client, which results in return trips to site, any additional costs 

will be included as part of the claim or final invoice. 
7. The vehicle owner/policy holder has to agree to our quote and Terms & Conditions of services before we proceed with placing any orders 

required for a job. 
8. Once we have a claim number and the policy holder has telephonically or electronically agreed to our quote, the order becomes legally 

binding in order to secure the stock.  
Claims expiry: 
1. In the event of a fitment being delayed for up to 2 weeks due to rust, vehicle damage, or the vehicle’s unavailability, SHATTERFIX 

MOBILE™ reserves the right to deem the claim as cancelled and will revert to our “cancellation policy”. 
Cancellations: 
1. In the event of a customer cancelling work for which glass or parts have been ordered and obtained specifically, there will be a handling 

charge; non-refundable deposit or full settlement at our discretion. 
No Excess policy: 
A) Insurers we are contracted to: 
1. The waiver of the excess may apply to specific or all glass positions, and is subject to terms and conditions that have been agreed with 

insurance companies and it may or may not apply to “buy-out” glass e.g.) from motor dealers or suppliers not on our panel. 
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2. Please speak to one of our Contact Centre Claims Handlers to find out what your insurer’s “No Excess” Waiver policy is. Please note the 
information you receive from our consultants is subject to change from time to time as advised by the insurer, without prior notification. 

B) Insurers we are NOT contracted to: 
1. SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ offers “No Excess” which applies to windscreen replacements only, where we have supplied the glass from 

suppliers on our panel. I.e.) It does not apply to “buy-out” glass e.g.) from motor dealers or suppliers not on our panel. 
2. We will credit a client’s excess to the maximum value of R1500. 
Rights to Refuse Service: 
1. SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ reserves the right to refuse to carry out any work on any vehicle which, in their sole opinion, they consider to be 

unsafe.  
2. We will not fit windscreens or fixed glass over rust that is near the aperture or which affects the integrity of the installation. 
3. If severe rust is discovered during the stripping process we will stop the installation. The client will need to arrange that their vehicle be 

towed to a panel shop at their own expense in order to be repaired before we are able to re-fit a glass.  
Ordered Parts and Accessories: 
1. In the case of ordered parts or accessories SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ will endeavour to ensure their availability by the date and time 

requested. However, we can offer no guarantee with the respect of the provision of this clause, and cannot accept responsibility for the 
delay resulting from the non or late availability of glass parts and accessories or other reasons beyond our control.  

Scheduled Appointments: 
1. Because we offer a mobile service; we will endeavour to honour the arranged fitment time however if your fitment is delayed due to 

unforeseen circumstances, we will do our utmost to keep you informed of any delays to our schedule. 
2. Please ensure you communicate any changes regarding your fitment address or fitment time the day before your appointment so that we 

can accommodate you, with the least impact to our other appointments already scheduled. 
Quality Assurance Process: 
1. Our fitment/repair teams will complete “pre-fitment” and “post-fitment” checks, which needs to be done BEFORE and AFTER the fitment, 

to ensure there is no room for workmanship discrepancies and to reduce the possibility of “come-backs”. If you however do not go 
through these checks with the fitter and sign the documents anyway, we will not be held liable for any relating discrepancies raised 
whatsoever, after the fitment. 

2. Except for these potential unseen problems: Water Leaks, Wind Noise & Door glass not winding up properly where bonding agent was 
used; we are not obliged to return to the fitment address after the fitment is complete as it is your obligation to go through the pre- and 
post-fitment checks with the fitter. Additional trips may be chargeable or it may be requested by us that you bring your vehicle to a 
central meeting point. 

3. If light surface rust is discovered during the stripping process we will sand it down and apply primer before continuing with the 
installation. 

Sensors & Electrical Devices: 
1. There are a percentage of vehicles that require their electrics to be re-set at a dealership after a replacement of a windscreen has been 

done. These re-sets can only be determined after the fitment is complete. This is not part of our fitment service and SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ 
is not responsible for the re-programming of sensors or any electrical requirements. We will however gladly assist in overseeing the 
process with a dealership in your area. 

2. The costs to reprogram the electrics will be included as part of your Insurance claim with us if your vehicle is booked into a dealership in 
your area within 10 days after we have replaced your glass. Thereafter if the vehicle has not been no booked in, we will notify your insurer 
and the reprogramming costs will be removed from our invoice and only the glass replacement charges will be invoiced to your Insurance 
Company. Following which we will partially refund you the excess paid against the reprogramming charges. 

3. If we find the electrics need to be reprogrammed at the point of fitment or thereafter, the excess amount due on your claim will be 
adjusted accordingly and payment will be due on site. 

4. If you are a cash customer, the reprogramming of the sensor will be for your own cost through a dealership directly. 
5. If a rain or light sensor is found to be faulty or functioning incorrectly after a fitment has been done, we are only obligated to assist in its 

replacement / re-setting if it was initially marked off in working order on the “pre-fitment” checks.  
Fitment & Product Guarantees: 
1. We offer a lifetime workmanship warranty on windscreen replacements.  
2. Other auto glass (excluding windscreens) are covered by a 24 month workmanship warranty from date of fitment and is not transferable.  
3. The guarantee on parts supplied will be limited to the terms and conditions of the manufacturer’s guarantee in force at the time of 

purchase. 
4. The original invoice must accompany all guarantee claims. 
5. If a fault arises that is due to our faulty workmanship and is reported to us within the guarantee period it will be rectified free of charge. 

This guarantee does not extend to work carried out by a third party on our behalf. 
6. SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ will not be responsible for loss of earnings, inconvenience or alternative transport costs in the event of a claim 

under our guarantee. 



 

 

7. Tampering with the fitted glass and/or related areas of the fitment will make these guarantees null and void. 
8. The guarantee excludes rust, wear and tear and UV damage. 
9. If the vehicle is washed within 24hours after a windscreen, rear screen or side glass is fitted where bonding agent was used; the fitment 

guarantee is made null and void. (Rain water is safe and does not cause a reaction to the bonding agent used.) 
10. SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ takes no responsibility for vehicles driven by the customer before the recommended safe drive away time.  
11. If the vehicle is driven, or loaded with goods during the required stand-still time, the fitment guarantee is made null and void. 
12. If we suspect the vehicle was moved during the required stand-still time, we may request the vehicle’s tracking report to confirm our 

fitment guarantee applies. 
13. Any repair costs that SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ is liable for, will be done through accredited repairers, as chosen by SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ at 

the time. 
14. When a “re-do” is required and a bonding agent was used during the initial fitment, a re-fitment cannot take place within 4 days in order 

to allow the bonding agent to set completely. 
Payment and Deposits: 
1. The company reserves the right to charge the customer a deposit on the ordering of glass or parts. Such deposits are determined by the 

company at the time of order. If you are a cash customer we require a 50% deposit to secure an order. 
2. Accepted Excess and Cash Customer payment methods: Credit/Debit card, direct deposits. EFT by prior arrangement only. (Cash & 

Cheques are not accepted.) 
3. The company reserves the right to come and remove installed goods due to non-payment of excess in full, within 7 days of installation. 
4. Accepted Insurance fulfilment payment methods: Direct deposits and EFT, along with a remittance. 
5. I, hereby acknowledge that I remain liable for all costs pertaining to the repair and / or replacement of my motor vehicle’s glass and 

related parts, which my chosen Insurer does not pay.  
6. All parts and materials supplied remain the property of SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ until payment has been received in full. 
Chip Repairs: 
1. Only what has been agreed upon (as assessed telephonically) will be repaired. 
2. If a chip “runs” in the repair process, SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ will not be held responsible. 
3. The repair guarantee is valid for 24 months and is not transferable. 
4. The original invoice must accompany all guarantee claims 
5. Tampering with the windscreen will make the guarantee null and void. 
6. If the repair “opens up” it will be refilled at no extra charge. 
Safety Film Installations: 
1. SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ does not specialise in Safety Film applications and instead uses specialised suppliers to fulfil this service. However 

due to Insurer’ requirements, we will oversee this process as part of a motor glass replacement claim. 
2. Installation of any Safety or Smash and Grab films calls for the best possible working area, free from dust. That is why we insist that the 

installation takes place at a Service Centre, with the replacement of the glass and film scheduled simultaneously. 
3. We do not fit Safety Film prior to the successful installation of the glass into the vehicle. Any special requests outside the above working 

requirements will be done so at the clients’ own risk as well as them taking full responsibility for any additional unforeseen costs involved. 
4. In the case a glass needs to be replaced urgently due to the vehicle’s security being compromised, the installation of the glass can be 

scheduled in the meantime, on condition that the vehicle is booked in for the Safety Film installation within 7 days of the glass being 
replaced. Failure to do so will result in the Safety Film costs being removed from our invoice and only the glass replacement charges will 
be invoiced to your Insurance Company.  

Disclaimer of liability: 
1. SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ is not responsible for any damage caused by Fire, Theft, or due to any other cause whatsoever to the vehicle or its 

belongings whilst the vehicle is in our care. 
2. All items of value should be removed from the vehicle prior to placing it in our care. Whilst we endeavour to ensure the safety of your 

vehicle, the company will not accept responsibility for any losses. 
3. For any vehicles handed over to us for any work to be carried out whatsoever, and need to be driven by SHATTERFIX MOBILE™’s 

designated employees, will be driven at the vehicle owner’s own risk. 
4. SHATTERFIX MOBILE™ will not be held liable for any additional damage to locking mechanisms and electronic regulators damaged due to 

break-ins. 
Acknowledgement of our Terms & Conditions of Service: 
1. Please do not hesitate to contact us should you require help on the terminology on these Terms & Conditions. 
2. Due to the nature of our business, all our telephone calls are recorded for security and quality purposes. 
We offer several ways that we can assist or provide you with more information: 
Phone our Contact Centre on Tel: +27 86 110 2508 (Landline rates apply) or email us on info@shatterfixmobile.co.za 
 
 


